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Attention Members: WSASP Nominations are now open for Secretary, Area
Representatives for 1A, 1C, 3, 5, 7, and 9 until April 12th. Elections to follow, see page 22

President’s Message
This is my last letter for the SCOPE as the association president. During this year, our colleagues who work for our
association have done wonderful things. We had an amazing fall conference with outstanding attendance. Our
Governmental & Public Relations group has worked extremely hard to make sure that we have representation at the
table in Olympia. Our group that works on the SCOPE has put out numerous articles related to our work and what is
going on related to our work. The work of these groups and our many other wonderful volunteers that serve on our
board is likely to have resulted in what is the largest membership number that any of us remembers, and some of us
are getting old (meaning that we have been around for a while, not that we are getting forgetful, yet).
I began my message to our membership by talking about finding your passion and following your passion. I believe
that this is one of the main keys to finding happiness in our jobs. During this year, there has been talk regarding the
possibility that the discrepancy model will no longer be part of our work. However, something of that magnitude can
take years to develop, change the laws, and sunset into the past. The relationship of these two issues is in the following paragraphs.
(Continued on next page)
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President’s Message continued
I would like to use this last letter to talk about my vision for being able to love our job, to love being a school
psychologist. I have recruited others to also write about this for the SCOPE. I am hoping that everyone will be
able to find some, possibly many, useful thoughts and actions within these letters.
I believe, like I wrote about in that first letter and talked about at the fall conference, that finding your passion is
one of the keys to loving our job. When we are trained to be school psychologists, we are trained across many
domains (the number has changed 3 or 4 times during my career). Within these domains, we learn many skills
that we can take into our practice. The problem is, as I see it, our job is so complex with so many demands, that
we forget about those other skills in the first three to five years. Those first three to five years, for many people,
is a time in which we are just trying to survive, while we learn how to take the knowledge from our schooling
and our internship and combine those with new learnings from having our own buildings. Then, we often need
to create systems in order to be as efficient as possible. Part of the challenge, especially in Washington, is that
we have a heavy caseload of evaluations. Therefore, by the time we get everything working well we may have
forgotten to find our passion within all of those areas we were trained. Having had the opportunity to coach and
lead many new school psychologists, I cannot emphasize enough the need to always be looking for and
experimenting in all areas that are of interested to you. My first passion was gifted and talented, and I went on
to work in that department. When I shifted districts I became very interested in doing counseling, eventually
that became 40% of my role. Then, I became very interested in ELL issues, and that is still a huge part of my life.
Each and every one of you can do any of these, or something you read from another contributor, or something
nobody else has done before. Finding your passion will lead to greater overall job satisfaction.
The heavy caseload of evaluations here in Washington can keep some school psychologists from following their
passion. I believe that this heavy caseload of evaluations is likely to be a challenge we face for many years to
come in Washington. However, it is also an opportunity to find a way to truly love being a school psychologist. If
you combine your passion for a certain domain of skills we are trained in with a passion for completing
evaluations, it is likely that your will love your job. I have had many exciting adventures in this realm over the
years and across four districts. My passion for trying to understand each student, their needs, and what we
might be able to do differently has led to some exciting opportunities. Trying to figure out whether or not the
information that I am collecting is converging upon certain points or diverging from certain points fascinates me.
In the last SCOPE, Steve Hirsch, Vincent Alfonso and I wrote about the art of the psychoeducational evaluation
(in addition to the science). I believe that working toward that art can help create a level of interest and satisfaction in the evaluation process, and change the way it is seen by many practitioners.
In closing, it has been a great year as the president of our association. We are in a great place and have the opportunity to keep working as a group to continue both enjoying our work and improving our work. Each school
psychologist can hopefully find something from the letters to the SCOPE about loving being a school
psychologist. Last, I am hoping that many of you have seen the great work that your association board does for
our members and that many of you decide to join the board. The more help we have, the more great things that
we can do together.
GPR Requests Your Support
The 2019 legislative session is happening now! Your volunteer GPR committee has been busy in Olympia,
tracking relevant legislation and advocating for school psychologists and students in Washington (see page 9).
This effort will include periodic requests for you to send emails to your local representatives. Please go to our
advocacy center now to see what legislative bills are currently in process. Your emails can truly make a
difference. https://www.wsasp.org/advocacy
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Educational Staff Associates Certification Work Group
Tracy Pennington-Branen Ph.D., NCSP
Immediate Past President
Tacoma School District
This fall and winter, President-Elect, Dr. Laurie Engelbeck and Past-President, Dr. Tracy Pennington-Branen took turns
participating in the Educational Staff Associate (ESA) certification work group. The goal of this work group was to review state policy regarding certification of ESAs and to formulate recommendations to the board on policy around ESA
certification.
Specifically, and as Maren Johnson, Educator Preparation and Credentialing Policy Lead of the Professional Educator
Standards Board (PESB) so eloquently stated, “The work group wished to share that an important value was equity in
access to programs for educators, and equity in access to ESAs for students. Work group members wished to maintain
high standards for the profession. They would like an exploration of Grow-Your-Own options for ESA roles, and other
avenues to address shortages. Work group members were interested in further ways to partner with preparation
programs and potential preparation programs to find ways to ensure an educator workforce is prepared to support
student mental health and educational needs.”
The following is a summary of changes as they pertain to school psychologists:
•

Eliminated continuing certificate option for school psychologists.
Second tier licensure is optional--individuals may now renew their residency certs, or obtain a professional
certification with NCSP for school psychologists.

•

The suicide prevention training requirement for renewal of residency school psych certificates begins September
1, 2020. (Already in place for professional and continuing certs in this role.)

(Continued on next page)
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ESA Work Group continued
During our work, questions were raised regarding whether we should consider allowing licensed clinical psychologists
the opportunity to pursue ESA school psychologist certification. Because this was beyond the scope of the ESA certification workgroup, it was recommended that an agenda item be added to the March board meeting regarding whether the board may want to explore a pathway to a school psychologist certificate that does not involve completing a
preparation program aligned to the NASP standards. Dr. Tracy Pennington-Branen, Past President, responded by
stating that, “In order for WSASP to support this, we would have to show that these clinical psychologists are receiving
intensive on-site training and that they would be required to complete a one year internship, as well as taking internship classes that are typically associated with this. I think members of the PESB board should also be aware that clinical psychologists are currently working around ESA requirements by being employed by contract agencies.”

For a summary of all changes recommended by the ESA certification workgroup, the following links are provided:
Summary of the recommendations regarding behavior analysts here: http://bit.ly/2GfJyJA
You can read the updated draft WAC language related to the recommendations from the ESA certification work
group in this folder: http://bit.ly/2GvD2xK. This folder includes: draft WAC language, slides with limited certificate
data, and input received from school speech & language pathologists, school counselors, and school psychologists.
Please feel free to share the draft language and these recommendations.
Anticipated timeline:
March 2019 board meeting: Recommendations from work group. March 21-22, 2019. SeaTac Marriott
May 2019 board meeting: Initial Consideration. May 16-17, 2019. The Hampton Inn, Richland
July 2019 board meeting: Proposed amendment. July 15-16, 2019. Semiahmoo Resort, Blaine
WAC is effective 31 days after the date of filing. WAC is generally filed about a week or so after the board meeting.
(Note certain effective dates in WAC.)

Communications Committee Update
The Communications Committee will be updating it’s communications procedures in 2019. In addition to
publishing the biweekly PWN newsletter and the quarterly SCOPE, we will be relaunching our social media
platforms. We are looking for both content creators and editors. You can do something big, like writing
articles for the SCOPE or creating content for social media. You can also do something with a smaller time commitment, like reviewing content for one of our newsletters.
If you are interested in participating in the association, this is a great way to get involved!
If you are interested in getting involved with WSASP communications, contact co-chairs
Laurie Engelbeck at Engelbeck@WSASP.org, and Alex Franks-Thomas at alexfranksis@gmail.com
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WSASP Survey Results: Input for OSPI regarding
Evaluations of Students Suspected of Having Specific Learning Disabilities
Susan Ruby, Ph.D., NCSP
WSASP Eastern Washington University Representative
Our new Assistant Superintendent for Special Education, Glenna Gallo has announced that we will be moving
away from the use of the Discrepancy Model to identify students for special education services in the category of
Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD) in the foreseeable future. We are expecting the new process for SLD Identification to include the application of Response to Intervention (RTI) within Multi-tiered Systems of Support
(MTSS). The process may include the use of Patterns of Strengths and Weaknesses (PSW); at this time, we do not
know!
To better understand the readiness of school psychologists for this change in SLD identification, WSASP surveyed
practicing school psychologists regarding their perceptions of RTI, MTSS, and PSW in Fall 2018. We appreciate
the 353 school psychologists who responded to the survey! Below I summarize the findings and implications
from the survey.
Description of Survey Participants
School psychologists who responded to the survey have 12.1 mean years of experience (SD =9.3). Of the 353
respondents, 88 (24.9%) work in urban districts, 177 (50.14) work in suburban districts, 75 (21.3%) work in rural
districts, 1 (.28%) works in a remote district, and 12 (3.4%) work in other types of educational settings.
Reported Training and Skills related to MTSS/RTI

School psychologists answered questions about their training and skills related to MTSS (N=350). Most school
psychologists reported having training and skills to analyze data within an MTSS model (41.1% mildly agree,
37.4% strongly agree). Most school psychologists also reported having the training and skills to analyze data
within an MTSS model to identify students with SLD (35.2% mildly agree, 24.2% strongly agree), and slightly
fewer reported having training and skills to analyze data with an MTSS model to identify students with disabilities
other than SLD (36.1 mildly agree, 19.8% strongly agree).
In terms of embracing MTSS, most school psychologists mildly agree that using MTSS for all students, including
high-quality Tier 1 programs that meet the need of at least 80% of students, is needed prior to SLD identification
(67.0% mildly agree; 6.6% strongly agree). School psychologists varied in their responses about how the use of
MTSS to identify students with SLD might impact the Child Find Process. Responses were evenly distributed
across strongly disagree to strongly agree categories.

Elementary Schools
Of the 350 respondents, 243 (69.4%) school psychologists work in elementary schools. We asked these school
psychologists to rate the sufficiency of Tier 1 and Tier 2 interventions in reading, writing, and math to apply
decision making rules for special education using RTI. Table 1 summarizes the percent of school psychologists
that endorsed each agreement level. Most school psychologists disagreed that interventions are adequate in
their schools to use a RTI model for decision making for special education eligibility. School psychologists reported least confidence in writing interventions in Tier 2, with only 5% agreeing that interventions are sufficient to
use in an RTI model. Nearly 43% of school psychologists reported having adequate Tier 1 reading programs.
(Continued on next page)
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WSASP Survey Results: Input for OSPI regarding Evaluations of Students Suspected of Having Specific Learning Disabilities
Continued

Table 1. Percent of School Psychologists in Elementary Schools Rating Interventions as Sufficient for Application of
Decision making in an RTI approach

Sufficient Tier 1 Reading
Sufficient Tier 2 Reading
Sufficient Tier 1 Math
Sufficient Tier 2 Math
Sufficient Tier 1 Writing
Sufficient Tier 2 Writing

Strongly Disagree

Mildly
Disagree

Neutral

Mildly Agree

Strongly Agree

17.2
20.9
28.5
42.6
38.3
59

24.7
27.2
25.9
27
28.9
26.5

15.1
10.9
14.2
11.0
14.2
10.5

29.3
27.2
24.3
15.6
15.1
4.2

13.8
13.8
7.1
3.8
2.5
0.84

Middle Schools
Of 345 respondents, 130 (37.7%) school psychologists work in middle schools. Table 2 provides their ratings of
interventions in their middle schools. In general, they rated all interventions as less sufficient than in elementary
schools. As in elementary schools, Tier 1 reading programs were rated as more sufficient than other interventions. Surprisingly, school psychologists in middle schools rated their Tier 1 math programs as more sufficient
than Tier 2 reading programs, suggesting that possibly few supplemental programs are in place in middle
schools.
Table 2. Percent of School Psychologists in Middle Schools Rating Interventions as Sufficient for Application of Decision making in an RTI approach

Sufficient Tier 1 Reading
Sufficient Tier 2 Reading
Sufficient Tier 1 Math
Sufficient Tier 2 Math
Sufficient Tier 1 Writing
Sufficient Tier 2 Writing

Strongly
Disagree

Mildly Disagree

Neutral

Mildly
Agree

Strongly Agree

28.9
34.4
29.7
40.6
39.8
50.8

23.4
33.6
23.4
34.4
22.7
31.2

14.1
14.8
17.2
10.2
14.8
10.2

25.8
13.3
22.7
13.3
15.4
7.0

7.8
3.9
7.0
1.6
6.3
0.8

High Schools
Of 341 respondents, 136 (39.9%) school psychologists work in high schools. Those working in high schools rated
the sufficiency of interventions far below elementary and middle schools. Table 3 shows ratings of sufficiency
from school psychologists in high schools. All programs were rated as having low sufficiency to apply decision
making rules using a RTI approach.

(Continued on next page)
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WSASP Survey Results: Input for OSPI regarding Evaluations of Students Suspected of Having Specific Learning Disabilities
Continued

Table 3. Percent of School Psychologists in High Schools Rating Interventions as Sufficient for Application of Decision making
in an RTI approach

Sufficient Tier 1 Reading
Sufficient Tier 2 Reading
Sufficient Tier 1 Math
Sufficient Tier 2 Math
Sufficient Tier 1 Writing
Sufficient Tier 2 Writing

Strongly Disagree

Mildly Disagree

Neutral

Mildly
Agree

Strongly Agree

53.7
65.4
50.7
66.2
54.4
69.1

17.7
19.9
19.1
21.0
20.6
19.1

14.7
8.8
16.2
7.4
12.5
7.4

11
5.2
12.5
5.2
10.3
3.7

2.9
0.7
1.5
0.7
2.2
0.7

Role of Pattern of Strengths and Weaknesses
Finally, we asked school psychologists to rate their current level of training and skill across practice with MTSS and RTI
and to express their perceptions of RTI and PSW in relation to identification of students with specific learning disabilities. Slightly over half of school psychologists reported having current training and skills to use a Pattern of Strengths
and Weaknesses (PSW) model for identifying students with SLD (32.2% mildly agree; 26.5% strongly agree). More than
half reported being in favor of a PSW model for identifying SLD if a student is not responding to interventions (33.9%
mildly agree; 30.3% strongly agree). Few reported that a RTI approach by itself (15.5% mildly agree; 5.7% strongly
agree) or a PSW approach by itself (14.3% mildly agree; 3.6% strongly agree) is sufficient for SLD identification. A large
majority of school psychologists endorsed a combined approach with RTI and PSW for SLD identification (25.9% mildly
agree; 48.2% strongly agree).
Implications from the Survey
Members of the WSASP Executive Board administered the survey, Input for OSPI regarding Evaluations of Students
Suspected of Having Specific Learning Disabilities, in an effort to better understand the need for training and systems
level work as we move away from the Discrepancy model approach to SLD identification. We chose not to ask about
sufficiency of Tier 3 interventions, knowing that Tier 1 and Tier 2 interventions are foundations for intensifying interventions for students who do not respond adequately to core and supplemental programs. We found that while a
majority of school psychologists report having adequate training and skills in decision making using RTI and PSW, reported levels of training ranged widely. In general, school psychologists report feeling their schools, particularly secondary level, lack sufficient core and supplemental programs. Finally, school psychologists do not seem to be supporting a single approach, either RTI or PW, for evaluation of students suspected as having Specific Learning Disabilities. A large majority of school psychologists favored the use of RTI and PSW within a MTSS instructional model.
Thus, we foresee a great need for training and resources as we move forward with more progressive evaluation procedures in Washington State for SLD identification.
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Governmental & Public Relations Update Spring 2019
Carrie Suchy, NCSP, Co-Chair of WSASP GPR
GPR was excited for our third annual Week of Action, which was Feb. 11-15, 2019. Throughout the week the Governmental and Public Relations committee (GPR) provided members with small activities they could participate in
every day to practice their advocacy skills, that culminated in the “Hill Day” on Friday. We asked members to meet
with their legislators in their local offices or in Olympia. Meanwhile, the GPR Co-Chairs, Carrie Suchy and Sherri
Bentley, attended meetings in Olympia with the Chair and Ranking members of both the House and Senate education committees as well as having a working lunch with Assistant Superintendent Glenna Gallo to discuss our
legislative agenda. The day was busy and productive! As an added bonus, in addition to leaving a folder of
wonderful materials describing who we are, what we do, and what our legislative priorities are, we were able to
leave each legislator with a Gumby! (the unofficial mascot of NASP, didn’t you know!)
First, we met with staff from the office of Senator Wellman, the Chair of the Senate Education Committee, as well
as the Senate Ways and Means Committee. They indicated support for our legislative priorities and appreciated
meeting with us.
Next, we met with staff from the office of Senator Hawkins, the ranking Republican member on the Senate
Education Committee. We were excited to sit down with two staff members and talk about our concerns. They
were aware of ACES and reported hearing a lot from their constituents about mental health concerns. They also
asked if there was any resource to help them see the differing roles of the ESA Behavioral Health providers in
Washington. We were excited to be able to refer them to the work of the ESA Behavioral Health Coalition, which
can be found at www.wsasp.org/esabhc. The meeting was positive, and they indicated support for our priorities.
They also indicated that the Senator has a Saturday Morning Meeting time set aside for his constituents in his
district if any of you who live there might want to meet with him to talk about what these issues mean to you.
Our third meeting was with Representative Steele He is the ranking Republican member on the House Education
Committee. He reported to us that he has been hearing a lot about school psychologists, which is so exciting! He
was also supportive of many of our priorities, including increasing FTE for ESA Behavioral Health positions.
Next, we met with Glenna Gallo, Assistant Superintendent at OSPI, in charge of special education, for lunch. As we
ate, we reviewed our legislative priorities to which she reported we agreed on all items. We were able to discuss
how to support one another’s advocacy efforts on those items.
We then met with staff from the office of Representative Santos, the Chair of the House Education Committee.
They indicated support for our priorities and were appreciative of our taking the time to meet with them.
We hope members are becoming more comfortable with these advocacy activities and look forward to continuing
to provide members with the resources and support they need to be an Advocate.
Please go to the Advocacy Action Center at www.wsasp.org/advocacy for updates on the legislative session and
our legislative priorities. The page is updated weekly as the legislature can change quickly!
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Fall Conference 2019
You won’t find a better opportunity for PD-Anywhere!
Thursday-Saturday Oct 17-19 Historic Davenport Hotel-Spokane
The fall conference schedule is set. It’s packed with Professional Development from end to end and it’s at the Davenport hotel
which makes the trip from anywhere worth it. What might you hear if you come? Thursday morning will offer three workshops at an additional cost. Attendees can choose between the certificate-required ethics workshop, OSPI approved suicide
prevention training, and a workshop by Nancy Mathers that addresses the assessment and diagnosis of Dyslexia per IDEA.
Following the Thursday morning workshops, Milt Dehn will review the multiple approaches to PSW while a panel of Washington colleges will share the new programs including WSU and Highline colleges that make college life and classes available to
students with cognitive impairments. Other Thursday talks include a workshop on how to conduct more effective classroom
observations (I really need that at the HS) and a summary of Social Thinking implementation. The day will end with a Special
Ed. Law update from our resident attorney, Lynette Basich. Future mentors will have their own social hour prior to our big
one; the social hours at the Davenport are always special!
Friday will see a three-hour workshop from Sam Ortiz (and then repeated later in day) on how to tie it all together with Multitiered Systems of Support (MTSS), assessment of Patterns of Strength and Weaknesses (PSW), and determination of Special Ed
eligibility. There will be talks on long term impact of trauma and stress, enhancing your role as a school psychologist, and determining whether 8th grade behavior problems are predictive of 9th grade behavior. There will be a special orientation workshop for new psychologists, a session on school psychology internships, and a report on the extent of the school psychologist
shortage.
For the second year in a row, we are offering a ‘conference within a conference’ on Saturday. Last year it was mental health
delivery in the schools; this year we’re focusing on the role of the school psychologist in MTSS. Workshops are devoted to
either the assessment or intervention role for psychologists in the MTSS model, including supporting students who are English
Language Learners (ELL), assessment and intervention for executive functioning, assessment intervention for reading, formative and diagnostic assessment, and PSW assessment for Specific Learning Disability (SLD) eligibility. And returning after rave
reviews, the Saturday Brunch will be a sure delight!

The NASP Communications Workgroup has demonstrated that Gumby, the likeable, flexible, green fellow
from childhood, has characteristics that align with the attributes of school psychologists. His purpose is to
remind us of the incredible gifts that school psychologists bring to their jobs each day, gifts that may be useful in the effort to do that one more thing. What do we have in common with Gumby?
Consider the following:

* By Art Clokey, Gumby’s creator, found on the back of the Gumby package
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2019 WSASP Spring Lecture Series

All presentations for the current Spring Lecture Series that have
occurred can still be accessed. You can now access previously
aired Spring Lecture Series, dating back to 2014, for a discounted price!
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What I Love About Being a School Psychologist
Mikael Olson Ed.S., NCSP, 1C Area Co-Representative
Issaquah School District

Being a school psychologist for the past 15 years, I have had a lot of time to think about what I love about my
job, what brings me joy and stimulates my passion, and why I continue to love and find passion in this profession when times get hard. First, let me state empathically that I believe that finding gratitude and joy in what
you do is pivotal to being a successful and happy school psychologist. I also believe this is a choice we have to
make every single day, over and over again, in order to get ourselves through those periods when we are
overwhelmed by the evaluations, the paperwork, the scheduling, and the sheer minutia of it all. I choose to
be grateful for what I do, and that brings me happiness and a sense of well-being (well, most of the time).
Every school psychologist is going to find joy and passion in different aspects of their role. For me, it is the
people I work with, the opportunities for growth and learning I am given, the expertise I provide, the evaluations I complete, and the opportunity to mentor and facilitate the learning and growth of interns and new
school psychologists that help me to love my job.
Being a very social and outgoing person, I absolutely love that I get to work with so many different people on a
daily basis. Between the colleagues that become close friends, the students and their parents, and the amazing and talented professionals and experts we work with and learn from, there truly is never a dull
moment! I cannot fully express how grateful I am for the opportunities I have had to meet and collaborate
with so many incredible people and for our mutual passion for helping children with special needs. It is not
for everyone, but for those who choose to do this important and courageous work, I have the utmost respect.
I have always been a bit of a “schoolie”. I loved everything about college and graduate school. I was always in
the front row, raising my hand to participate (or just blurting out in my excitement, as my friends will attest),
and fully engaged in the learning process. I love that I work in a field that is constantly evolving, constantly
moving forward, and constantly challenging me to learn, change, grow, and develop my craft.
I whole-heartedly enjoy supervising practicum students and interns and mentoring new school psychologists.
This is something that brings me great joy and fulfillment, as well as furthers my own growth as a school psychologist. I learn so much more from these people than they learn from me, and it reminds me of the passion
and excitement I felt when I was first getting started. We all need those reminders, probably more often than
we get them.
I love the traditional role of the school psychologist. Yes, I very much enjoy counseling, mental health
interventions, behavior support, tiered teams involvement, and the astounding nuances between the
different roles and areas of expertise we provide to our buildings, but I also love the more traditional role as
special education expert and evaluation coordinator. While all of the other roles I listed are important, I am
fortunate enough to work in a district where many of these roles are filled by other experts and professionals.
However, nobody else in my building holds the same expertise as I do when it comes to the special education
process.
(Continued on next page)
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What I Love About Being a School Psychologist: Mikael Olson

Now here comes the point where you as the reader are going to think I am crazy. Here it goes: I love
completing evaluations! If you do not at least somewhat enjoy this critical aspect of our job, then you may
be in the wrong profession. I know it is not always fun. Trust me, I know it can sometimes be so downright
time consuming and overwhelming you think you might go crazy when the next person pops their head into
your office to have a “quick chat” about yet another evaluation that might need to be completed. However,
this is the one thing we have to offer that no other professional in our building can offer, and we need to
find joy in this part of our work. We are incredibly important to our buildings, our communities, and our districts. No one other than a school psychologist can fully understand what it takes to manage the evaluations, to be the detective who puts all of the pieces together into one coherent document that will hopefully
help lead to a student’s growth and progress, and to protect our students’ rights by understanding and adhering to, and ensuring others do so as well, the rules and laws of special education.
I will conclude with my sincere hope that whatever it is that brings you joy and passion as a school psychologist, you hold on to it tightly. Do whatever it takes to make time for it. Share it with others. Be that positive, grateful, and passionate person you would enjoy working with. Find a way to love what you do, because let’s face it, that is what makes this all worthwhile.

How To Contact Your Area Representative
Area Represented

Name

Email

1A

Annemarie Hutson & Ashley Burchett

Area1A@wsasp.org

1B

Michael Pletan & Cassandra Mulivrana

Area1B@wsasp.org

1C

Jessica Kesseler & Mikael Olson

Area1C@wsasp.org

1D

Rebekah Hereth & Elizabeth Gibson-Myers

Area1D@wsasp.org

2

Danielle Howell-Hansen

Area2@wsasp.org

3

Nathan Cattarin & Tessa Nearing

Area3@wsasp.org

4

Jill Davidson & Donna Guise

Area4@wsasp.org

5

Alex Franks-Thomas & Sherri Bentley

Area5@wsasp.org

6

Danna Williams & Carrie Bishop

Area6@wsasp.org

7

Chad Waldman

Area7@wsasp.org

8

Katherine Blair & Rachelle Mattingly-Gore

Area 8@wsasp.org

9

Michael Kirlin

Area9@wsasp.org

10

Valerie Herron & Lore’K Garofola

Area10@wsasp.org
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What I Love About Being a School Psychologist
Rebekah Hereth, NCSP, 1D Area Representative
Kent School District
When I first moved to Washington State, I was a first-year school psychologist and was well prepared to function in
an RTI/MTSS system, but less prepared for the daily realities of a caseload. I was assigned two elementary schools
with some of the highest rates of transience, poverty, absenteeism, and discipline referrals in the district. My job
mainly consisted of completing evaluations as quickly as possible and doing my best to establish a system for interventions. Many times, I wanted to quit because it didn’t feel like I was making a difference in children’s lives, I felt
completely inadequate to meet the needs of the students and families that I worked with, and felt that no one understood what my job was beyond testing kids. I was stuck and exhausted and knew that I wouldn’t be able to keep up
this pace for the next 30 years. I had to find a way to find the joy in my job on a daily basis.
I recently went to the NASP 2019 Conference and attended a session on Self-Care. One of the recommendations was
to make a list of things that bring you joy. I made a list of things that bring me joy as a school psychologist, and the
different ways I have carved out time to do the things that I love. As to-do lists run my life as a school psychologist,
and I just happen to love lists, here is my list of things that have helped me find a way to love my job as a school psychologist in Washington State:
Team Up: Work with a good team! Working with a good sped team makes a big difference. Having an SLP that
you can consult about difficult cases, an OT who is willing to step outside the box to consider the needs of the
kids, a sped teacher who knows the kids and writes quality IEPs, and a principal who has your back in the
tough meetings and navigating roadblocks with the district administration makes your job easier, more enjoyable, and actually allows you to have more time to pursue your passions. Having a strong team that challenges
you to grow professionally and that you get to collaborate with make the work-days better. Change school
buildings, or even districts if you need to! The team will make you take a lunch break, they will celebrate
with you when the most challenging kids make the tiniest amount of progress, and they will challenge you to
be your best as a school psychologist. I also challenge you to expand your view of your team to include collaborating with instructional coaches and general education teachers who share your passions. For example, at
one of my buildings the instructional coach and I started a “brain group” for some of our high needs gen ed
students to teach them about growth mindset strategies, grit, mindfulness, and goal setting. Leading this group
with a co-leader allowed me to make time to have regular contact with kids for 40 minutes every other week,
and a teammate to plan and debrief with after challenging days. Find someone you can “check-in” with on a
regular basis, and it will improve your mood and self-talk as you head in to work on those tough days.

Write yourself a Mission Statement and post it somewhere you will see it often. I read Kristin Souers and Pete
Hall’s book Fostering Resilient Learners: Strategies for Creating a Trauma-Sensitive Classroom and it really
drove home the power of having a mission statement. A mission statement helps you remain true to your core
while working in tough schools. This idea is similar to Steve Gill’s in that it will help you identify your passions. Mission statements do not have to be long, 5 paragraph essays. In fact, they can be 2 sentences. Start by
identifying your core values-your ideals, beliefs about students, the kind of school psychologist you want to
be. Then identify how you spend your time at work as it relates to these values. This mission statement can
be revised and changed as your passions change, but it will help you to ground yourself on those days that it
all feels like too much. It will help you remain true to yourself, and less likely to be swayed by whatever current crisis is facing you.
(Continued on next page)
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What I Love About Being a School Psychologist: Rebekah Hereth

Find Ways to Make Report Writing Valuable. One of my core values is to make sure students get the services they need to be successful at school, whether it is a general education student, or a special education student. I remind myself daily that it really is the evaluation report that gets the kids the services
they need. So, report writing is related to my core values. Not every report is flawless, or a perfect description of everything I know about a student, but it is a non-negotiable aspect of our job that requires us
to lay out the case for why the student is struggling, and what we can do about it. I have found that relating this task to my core values has brought a lot more joy to those times when the last thing I want to be
doing is writing a report.
Just Do the Next Right Thing. Much of what a school psychologist does involves investing emotional energy
into identifying and solving problems, as well as holding people accountable for their part in creating or
solving those problems. At times it is overwhelming and can feel like we are the only ones advocating
for the most challenging students. At other times, we can feel powerless to change the system to help our
students succeed. When I look at the big picture of all of the changes that need to happen in the education
system, it is daunting. So, I have learned to do the next right thing for the student or family that is right in
front of me. I know I can’t change the disproportionality of special education qualification rates overnight, but I can seriously consider the important factors for the student I’m currently evaluating right
now. I can’t change the broken relationship between the school and the parent, but I can show compassion and care for whatever their family is going through right now. Just do the next right thing, you don’t
have to have all the steps figured out yet to change the whole system. Just do the next right thing for the
problem in front of you, and the next right thing after that, and the next right thing after that.
Rest: Take Time for Self-Care. Self-care is more than just “instagrammable ” vacation pictures, splurging on
going out to brunch with a friend, or getting a massage. It’s going to the dentist, taking your lunch break
at work, and getting the oil changed in your car. While there is a glamorous side to self-care, and taking
vacations and getting lattes are sometimes the best self-care for that day, self-care also includes the mundane and sometimes down right boring things, too. As school psychologists, I think one of the best selfcare activities is to guard our time. We have to get away from the idea that working 12 hour days, and
grinding out evaluations at high rates is what makes a successful school psychologist. We must integrate
rest and recovery into our routines and into our idea of a successful career and life. Be intentional about
self-care that brings health and wholeness to your life.

When you consider the job of a school psychologist, there are many stressful days. Days that are filled with interruptions, crises, confusing dilemmas, and hard deadlines. It’s difficult to manage the needs of students, and
teachers, as well as the demands of testing, report writing, and meetings. The cognitive load is immense, and at
times it feels dire: The decisions we make impact the lives of children, potentially for the rest of their educational careers. At times this is why I love being a school psychologist, and other times it’s a heavy burden to bear.
Each day is different, filled with the challenges of solving problems, and advocating for students, parents, and
teachers, as well as ourselves. Is being a school psychologist difficult? Absolutely. Is it worthwhile? Absolutely!
We have to find joy in our jobs, and take care of ourselves so that we can continue to take care of others.
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NASP Convention Report
Laurie Engelbeck Ph.D., NCSP, President-Elect, Communications Co-Chair, Issaquah School District
& Alex Franks-Thomas, NCSP, Area 5 Co-Representative WSASP Communications Co-Chair and
PWN Editor, North Thurston Public Schools
Three of our Washington State Association of School Psychologist Board members, Alex Franks-Thomas, Laurie Engelbeck, and Pam Hamilton, had the opportunity to go to the NASP convention in Atlanta in February
to participate in the Regional Leadership Meetings. These sessions focused on developing state associations. Training by Paul Meyer, author of The Will to Govern Well, provided a dynamic and inspiring look at
how associations like ours can function most effectively. We also learned about crisis teams and how state
associations can build in supports for schools in the event of a natural disaster or violent incident. While
WSASP does not have a crisis team, we now have some ideas about where to look for resources in our state
and where we can find NASP resources that we can adapt.
Alex and Laurie also went to sessions led by the NASP Assistance to States team, which focused on the best
practices for governance and management of state associations. We learned about developing policies and
procedures to ensure effective and enduring systems. It was very interesting to hear about other state associations. Some are smaller and some are larger, some are more organized and some less so, but we share a
common goal of supporting school psychologists so we can support students. We came away energized and
looking forward to working with the WSASP board.
The other four days of the NASP convention were filled with so many sessions that it was hard to choose
where to go. Michael Bonner, an inspiring teacher who has appeared on the Ellen DeGeneres Show, spoke
about how to focus on kids’ needs in his dynamic keynote address. It was pretty awesome to be in a room
with thousands of school psychologists! There were 5,100 school psychologists at the convention, so you
could not easily meet up with friends and co-workers, but we did have a gathering of Washington school
psychologists sponsored by Pam Hamilton, our NASP delegate. Participating in conversations with fellow
school psychologists from around the country emphasized both the widespread effects of our shortage, as
well as the work we all need to continue to do regarding advocating for our expanded role to support social
emotional learning and student mental health, and empowering all students and families by embedding
social justice in our day-to-day practice.

At the President’s Reception, North Kitsap school psychologist Dr. Jill Davidson was given an award for her
work with the LGBTQ community. We were excited to see one of our own Washington school psychologists
win a NASP award!
While attending the NASP conference was a tremendous opportunity, we reflected on several occasions that
‘there’s no place like home.’ We are grateful for the fantastic work that the WSASP Professional
Development Committee puts in each year for our Fall Conference, Spring Lecture Series, and Summer
Secondary Summit. Alex especially missed having lunch planned for and included in the convention
schedule. If you ever have the chance, do go to NASP, but also remember our state conference, which will
be October 17-19 at the Davenport Hotel in Spokane.
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NASP Presidential Award given to
Jill Davidson, Ph.D., NCSP
Area 4 Representative,
North Kitsap School District
By Lisa Kelly-Vance, Ph.D., NASP President

Dr. Kelly-Vance

The President’s Awards are selected by the NASP president and given to
individuals who have provided exemplary service to NASP and the profession
during the prior year
Jill has been involved in state leadership and is currently a member of the
LGBTQI2S Committee. She was a member of the group that developed the social
justice committee definition and mission.
Jill has been an actively engaged in our profession, but I have a more specific
reason for recognizing her this evening. I was on a conference call where we
were generating the mission of our brand new social justice committee – no
easy task. I remember thinking that Jill was so good at writing and clearly conDr. Jill Davidson receiving the
veying a message. And nowhere have those skills been better shown that on our
Louisa Thompson Award at
Member Community. She has bravely clarified a few individuals’ misunderstandthe WSASP 2017 Fall
ing of our transgender youth. Even when some of the participants became conConference
tentious, Jill’s responses were always clear, informative, and based on fact. She
was extremely helpful in promoting empirically sound practices and knowledge of the law. We all benefitted
from her posts. Thank you for being a valuable NASP leader and your continued involvement in educating
adults about the needs of transgender youth.
I thank you for your kind and articulate way of sharing your knowledge with others. I truly value your
contributions.
Join a Washington State Association of School Psychologist Committee!
If you want to get involved in the our state association and make a difference in our profession, considering joining one of
the following committees: Assessment, Communications (includes SCOPE & PWN), Conference/Workshops, Awards, Governmental & Public Relations, Mental Health, Retention & Recruitment and Ethics & Professional Practices.
Please sign up at: https://www.wsasp.org/Join-a-WSASP-Committee
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Why I Love Being a School Psychologist
Carrie Suchy, NCSP, Co-Chair of WSASP GPR
Franklin Pierce School District

We all know that there are few of us who take a direct route to school psychology. Being the unicorns of
education, many people do not even know we exist (hence the awareness week rather than appreciation week…). Well,
not surprisingly, I was one of those people. I was in my undergraduate psychology program, looking into graduate programs, and had no idea what school psychology was but I knew three basic things.
1. I wanted a job with variety. I was (and am) terrified of being bored. I did not want to invest in graduate school to go
out and do a job I would just get bored with, doing the same things, day in and day out.
2. I wanted to work in the field of psychology. I, like many of us who go into the behavioral and social sciences, come
from a family with a lot of psychological needs, many of which were unmet. I was fascinated by resilience, as I saw it in
myself, and wanted to work in a place where I could continue to learn about the amazing human brain and human
condition.
3. Finally, I wanted to be in a position where I could be “the person” who helps someone else get through to the other
side of adversity or a bad situation. I wanted to help. I had a few of “those people” in my life that helped me. For
me, those people were teachers, and unfortunately, I knew teaching was not for me, and still wanted to work in the
field of psychology (see #2).
4. As I explored graduate programs, I was in an internship with my developmental psychology professor, evaluating
kindergarten readiness in local preschool programs. I thoroughly enjoyed the internship, particularly that I got to
hang out with kids and do data analysis (once a nerd, always a nerd). She introduced me to school psychology and
suggested I speak to the program coordinator. In school psychology I saw a job with plenty of variety (man they can
do a lot of different things, I thought). I also saw a job where I would be poised to interact with a lot of people,
people for whom I could possibly be “that person.” And so, I found my way to school psychology without having
ever seen one working in real life!
I loved graduate school. I still joke that if I could afford it, I would be a professional student. We all know the disillusionment that can come, however, after graduate school in this profession. You learn all this amazing stuff, and then when
you are in the real world working, you can get into a working rut. You can end up in that place where you are limited to
doing the same thing, all day, day in and day out. I saw that in some of my colleagues. I did not want that (#1 above,
remember). I don’t know if it was worse for me or if everyone has the “shell shock” of it, but I was trained in California,
where there is a different role for school psychologists. We are often
considered administrators down there. But I took a job in Olympia and moved up to the pacific northwest. I was confronted with what I learned was the “traditional school psychologist role”. I was paid only by special education dollars
and was equivalent to teachers and under the direct supervision of principals who may or may not have any idea what I
do. I was worried, so I decided to set myself some standards. Eight years later I have the same standards, and these are
the things that help me to love my job.
I would MAKE time to work directly with kids. To actually hang out with them; teach social skills, visit classrooms,
co-teach lessons with classes, ANYTHING to actually spend time with kids. Our jobs are intense, and we spend a
lot of time in offices writing reports. That is all well and good, and I enjoy data analysis and the problem solving
involved in special education evaluations. However, for me, I know I need kid interaction to be happy at work.
This has varied over the years, sometimes it is a single small group once a week, sometimes it has been daily coteaching for a 30-minute intervention. I always fit it in, and I think that has gone far in maintaining the love I
have for this job. I don’t often go home telling funny stories to my husband about a report I am writing, but
man, the things kids say! Particularly in social skill groups!
(Continued on next page)
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What I Love About Being a School Psychologist: Carrie Suchy
I would take my lunch, every day, as much as is possible and I would do it with teachers. I can get tunnel vision,
we all know the feeling. I have to make myself stop, or I would work continuously, and burn out. I did not
invest the time and money (debt) just to be done with this work in 5 years. Also, I like to know the teachers I
work with, and having lunch with them helps a lot with that! I never want to be that lady who pulls kids for
testing. I want my teachers to know my name, and what I did this weekend! Relationships matter so very
much to me.
I would not work at home, even if it meant working late at the office (okay, honestly this one was my husband’s
rule, but it is a good one!) I think this is one is self-explanatory. Boundaries are healthy y’all.

I would seek out leadership opportunities. I enjoy leadership, organizing, and lifting up others. I know that for
me, it is important to have an outlet for my extra energy, and I wanted it to go to improving myself and my
colleagues, if at all possible.
With that ground work I began doing this work and have loved it every day since. There is one other thing though,
that makes me love my job. It is something I never would have predicted in myself. I was never one for political science and was never a super engaged citizen when it came to how our government or policies actually work or how to
participate in those processes. I always expected my influence to be those who I sat before and worked directly with.
That all changed with an email from my WSASP Area representative Sherry Bentley and then president of WSASP Susan Ruby. A call went out to see if anyone could get to Olympia later that day to testify against a bill that would
require retention of 3rd grade students who did not pass the state reading test. I got the email as I sat in my office at
Washington Middle School in the Olympia School District. I was only a few miles from the capitol building. I checked
with my principal, then I emailed them back. I attended what would be my first of many legislative public hearings. I
was immediately bitten by the ‘advocacy bug.’ The third-grade retention bill did not ultimately pass, and I was part of
a process that prevented a disastrous policy from being put in place for thousands of students. Advocacy has become
the fire kindling my love of this job. Advocacy in Olympia and DC, but also advocacy in my district, in my building, and
at the evaluation team meeting table.
I now work with WSASP as the GPR Co-Chair and work actively on legislation as well as with the Washington Education Association, OSPI, and our colleagues in the ESA Behavioral Health Coalition (which I co-founded) to advocate for
laws that make sense and support our profession. In my district I advocate for practices and policies that make sense
and support our profession, including advocating for an expanded role for school psychologists. I also take a leadership role within the district providing professional development to my colleagues on best practices in things like
teaching social skills. In this role, I am advocating for high quality services for our students who need them. In my
building I advocate for strong MTSS systems, sometimes challenging other team members to see things in a new or
different way. I advocate for doing what we KNOW works for kids as much as is possible. At the evaluation team
meeting I am advocating for a child, a family, and a team. I am advocating to ensure that children get the education
they are entitled to and that they deserve. Advocacy is behind all the parts of my job and keeps my passion for the
job burning bright.
When you get down to it, I follow those 4 primary rules, where advocacy has taken the driver seat in my leadership
efforts, and in my daily practices. This is how I love this job. This is why I love this job.
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Retention of School Psychologists’ Records
Laurie Engelbeck Ph.D., NCSP, President-Elect, Communications Co-Chair
Issaquah School District
Questions about policies for keeping records have come up over and over to both our state association and
to NASP. Review of the issues reveals a mixed picture of both policy and actual practice. Policies differ
across states and across districts in Washington.
Four issues are pertinent:
What are educational records?
What about digital records (Q-Global, PARiConnect)?
Who owns the records?
How long should educational records be saved?
Educational records are considered to be any student-identifying information in a file that is used in making
an educational decision about a student. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) rules say
that parents have access to them and they must be kept. These records are generally considered to include
all reports, protocols, consent forms, and any other information shared with others. While protocols are not
generally shared with parents, they can be. Protocols are not private notes. They can also be shared with
other professionals such as private psychologists who are evaluating the student. Best practice is NOT to
shred protocols after the evaluation is complete but keep them in secure storage with the reports.
In recent years, more test publishers are using online test scoring and online test administration. When
tests are both administered and scored online, there is no protocol to save, however, you should be keeping
the scoring summary and the protocol with the questions and answers. Some people are printing out the
protocol and scoring data and saving that or scanning it into a digital form to be kept with district records.
Expecting to be able to access your data through the test publisher after a new version of the test or scoring
system comes would not be wise. On the other hand, the test publisher retains the rights to your data
indefinitely. You may wish to identify your student only with initials or a code number to protect the
student’s privacy.
Educational records are not owned by the psychologist, but by the district or private school that employs
the psychologist. Districts should have a records office that keeps educational records for the expected time
frame. If parents, other educators, or attorneys need records, they should come from the district office’s
files. The district is then responsible for keeping and destroying of records. You should follow your district’s
policy on record retention, but at the same time, be aware of best practices.
(Continued on next page)
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Retention of School Psychologists’ records continued

Your own personal notes (about test behavior for example) if not shared with anyone and used only to jog
your memory when writing a report, are not considered to be educational records. As such, they can be
shredded when the report is completed. You may wish to keep such notes on separate pages, not on the
test protocol. Some psychologists think their own “unofficial files” are not accessible, but in a contentious
legal situation, any records with the student’s name on it are subject to subpoena.
In regards to how long you should save records, NASP Standard II.4.9 states: "School psychologists, in collaboration with administrators and other school staff, work to establish district policies regarding the storage and disposal of school psychological records that are consistent with the law and sound professional
practice," but does not actually specify a timeline.
John Kelly Ph. D., Past-President of NASP, reported in the NASP Member Exchange on 1/5/18: “The regulations for record retention are determined at the state level. Therefore, the answer depends on the state
where you work. However, in general, the standard for retention of clinical records is 6 years or, for students in schools specifically, 6 years BEYOND THEIR GRADUATION DATE. These records are part of the student's educational record, which is maintained throughout their time in school.

In 2007, APA issued record keeping guidelines. Guideline 7 states: "The psychologist strives to be aware of
applicable laws and regulations and to retain records for the period required by legal, regulatory, institutional and ethical requirements", and that in the absence of a legal standard "psychologists may consider retaining full records until 7 years after the last date of service delivery for adults or until 3 years after a minor
reaches the age of maturity, whichever is later. In some circumstances, the psychologist may wish to keep
records for a longer period, weighing the risks associated with obsolete or outdated information, or privacy
loss, versus the potential benefits associated with preserving the records."
Fred Provenzano, Ph.D. our former WSASP Ethics expert, also cited the NASP and APA guidelines in his talk
on Ethics at the WSASP conference in 2018. He said that protocols MUST be kept. He recommended that
districts set policies for record retention and be consistent. He also recommended that parents or the adult
student be contacted before records are destroyed and allow them to have the records if they want. In general, he said that 7 years after the last date of service or three years after the student turns 21.
The Office of Secretary of State, Washington State Archives “School Districts and Educational Service Districts Records Retention Schedule (Version 8.2, 12/18/2014) says that special education records must be
kept 6 years after separation from service, or 5 years after a student has been determined not eligible.
The most conservative recommendation then, would be to keep educational records for 7 years after the
student graduates.
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WSASP Nominations and Elections
Every spring the WSASP board that represents and serves you asks for nominations and holds
elections. Nominations are currently open until April 12th for the positions of Secretary Area Representatives (1A, 1C, 3, 5, 7, and 9). We are looking for 2 people per Area, to share the position,
to make sure there is representation from each area at every board meeting. It is common that at
least one of the current Area Representatives will also be renominated and can help guide a corepresentative. We encourage you to consider colleagues for these positions.
The President-Elect position is now nominated through the WSASP board, per the bylaws the
board revised in 2015. The reason for this, is to ensure that the individual who wins this position
has been actively engaged in WSASP, and has proven him/herself in a leadership position that
supports WSASP’s mission and vision statements. All nominees must be members of WSASP and
School Psychologists or affiliates.
After nominations have been received, ballots will be sent via an email and the voting process will
occur on Survey Monkey later this spring.

University Updates
The EWU Hybrid Program is a GO for summer start! We are accepting 15-18 students and will have a number of candidates in rural areas. Candidates will come to campus just once per quarter and will have live
evening classes online two evenings per week. The revised three-year program includes two years of practicum prior to the intern year. We look forward to a fabulous year. Our current students are accepting internships across the state. Thank you to those who are providing paid internships and a broad role experience;
we value your support and supervision!!
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Update on our self-support (Online) program:
The EWU (Respecialization) Online Program is accepting two cohorts of 18 students this year and continues
to focus on accepting applicants from the Northwest and those who live in rural areas. We have another
strong application pool and have been asked what we are looking for in applicants. The program continues to
encourage applications from those who have established a relationship with a school district that is supporting their application and can offer strong supervision. We like to see that applicants are applying from districts that are willing to implement NASP’s practice model that includes school psychologists in direct service roles and districts that are offering paid internships. All of our current graduating interns have either accepted positions or been offered contracts for next year. Our next intern class is in the process of seeking
paid internships. We appreciate your support as we continue to offer this distance-learning program across
our region.
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Why I Love Being a School Psychologist
Laurie Anne Harrison, Ph.D., SCOPE Editor, Retention & Recruitment Chair
Snohomish School District
I have been a school psychologist for over 30 years. It has been a fascinating process to understand how human beings
learn, which includes the ways in which we can enhance learning the factors that can interfere with learning. I have
had the opportunity to observe in hundreds of classrooms and have assessed thousands of children. I've worked in
public schools both in typical and alternative schools. I have assessed children ages 2 to 21 years old, from different
types of ethnicities and cultures.

I realized early in my career how truly competent and aware children are, and that it was crucial to first establish a
relationship that was based on caring and maintaining their dignity. I recognized that teachers and parents simply
want what is best for a child. Most teachers and parents want to understand why the child isn't learning. In general
children are aware of when they can't keep up with their peers and have internalized a sense of shame. In reality,
learning to read, write, and math is extremely new to us as species. We have evolved to prioritize communication and
critical thinking skills. For tens’s of thousands of years we learned through oral communication and modeling. We
have some internalized constructs involving math (recognizing which space we can fit into and which trees had the
most fruit) but interpreting squiggly lines into meaning and reproducing those squiggles with consistency and correct
formation across an entire population only recently occurred, and not in all countries. We actually have to rewire a
child's brain to learn reading, writing, math, and to sit still. Writing is especially difficult to teach and to learn with the
bulk of students performing at the basic and below skill level.
When a child doesn't learn quickly enough, we decide that that child is disabled. Yet many of the times when a child
struggles, it is due to inappropriate developmental expectations, poorly designed curriculum, and truly not understanding how human beings learn. In addition, through John Hattie’s work we have learned the importance of student
engagement and the importance of building a relationship with that student. When I entered the field of school
psychology it became very clear to me that many children lacked what we now call executive functioning skills. For
example, they were confused on how to get started, and/or didn’t have the working memory ability which allowed
them to remember all the procedural steps to complete a task. After enough failures and being told they just didn’t
work hard enough or lacked motivation the child would then internalize a sense of shame and give up. This why building a relationship first with the child is so important and makes a difference on the quality of the data that is gathered.
What I love about being a school psychologist has been the opportunity to work with children and educate adults on
how to educate children. This requires soft skills that allow us to build relationship with children, teachers and parents, because educating a child is a 24-hour process. I believe school psychologists play a crucial role in properly supporting children in all areas. If we become wedded to just the data we have gathered, we tend to lose sight of the
child. We have to look beyond simple numbers and look at the patterns of strengths and challenges the child has, then
piece together a format that works for that individual child. It truly is an art and a science.


The first thing I do when entering into a new building is to listen, build relationships and make my office a safe
place for staff to come and share their thoughts. It is actually more important to establish the relationships to help
teachers understand the important in building interventions, both academically and emotionally versus simply
referring a child for special education.
(Continued on next page)
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Why I Love Being a School Psychologist: Laurie Anne Harrison


By building social capital with teachers I can help them implement direct interventions within the classroom and
by teaching them strategies so that they themselves are not triggering children. I discuss with them the
importance of providing specific praise to students to help guide them in better behavior and academic skill
development
 Teachers do not generally understand the neuroscience of learning, the plasticity of the brain and that most
children who struggle in school most likely have executive functioning deficits. For instance, if a child is struggling
in writing, the child needs to retain 12 procedural steps simply to write a single sentence.
 Teachers need support in understanding the difference between an accommodation, modification, differentiated
instruction, and a targeted intervention.
 It is also important to model and help teachers understand the growth mindset, for themselves and the children
they teach.
I really enjoy investigative aspects of being a school psychologist. Here is an opportunity to gather up a lot of data
about one child and see how the child performs on an actual test and in the classroom. I have found that when I shift
my own behavior around child it is an indication of what the underlying issue is that is impacting a child's ability to
learn. For instance, if I notice I slow down my speech and articulate very clearly there may be an underlying communication disorder. If I notice that I speak very calmly in a very soothing manner that the child might be experiencing
anxiety. I also enjoy going into classrooms and observing children in their natural environment. If there are socialemotional concerns, I will also observe the child out at recess. I take all the data that I've gathered and sometimes
determine not only does the child not have a delay or disability it is the system that has failed the child.
I am exceptionally excited about the shift within Washington State to embrace the MTSS/RTI model. This is the opportunity we have been waiting for to enhance our roles as school psychologists. It also requires us to truly understand
reading, writing, math, executive functioning, and social-emotional constructs so that we can task analyze interventions that effectively support children. We can no longer simply state that a child had a reading disability, we have to
pinpoint the specific area the child is struggling in so that specific targeted interventions or specially designed instruction can target those areas of deficit. We are in the transition process from waiting for children to fail, and in many
cases only providing support if they a specific intellectual score to implementing programs and interventions that
immediately target specific skill deficits in children.
I have worked in many schools and each one has its own unique personality and expectations. It usually takes me at
least 2 years to understand the culture, expectations, and underlying agendas of a school. I try to participate in several
social activities a year with each school, eat lunch with staff and build relationships with everyone who works in the
building. It is tempting to sit in my office and work at my computer all day long, but I find it also isolates me and
increases my job dissatisfaction. I also never bring work home except on a rare occasion. I turn off the sound notifying
me that an email has arrived and only check my email 2 to 3 times per day. I have developed as many short cuts that I
can to help decrease the amount of clerical work I need to do.
I love being a school psychologist. I have the highest respect for human beings, and our ability to transcend extreme
challenges. I have also learned that when we work together in a school and in our state association, that a small
group of people can change the world.
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Ennio Cipani, PhD, is a licensed psychologist in
California: Functional Behavioral Assessment: She Is
Just Being Stubborn!
As many of the readers of Communiqué will probably attest, instructional tasks and assignments often generate severe
and high rates of problem behaviors for some students in special and general education. These daily instructional assignments or tasks often pose an aversive condition, thus favoring behaviors that effectively escape such a condition as
functional. Here is my rhetorical question: “Why are instructional tasks so aversive to some students?” The answer to
this question requires an analysis of the components of any given instructional task. Irrespective of the academic subject content, delivering instruction to learners involves two factors relevant to the individual learner (Cipani, 2017): (a)
relative difficulty of the material (e.g., reading level required, prerequisite skills, fluency required) and (b) duration in
which the learner is required to engage in the activity (i.e., instructional period or session length). This article will focus on how instructional difficulty affects problem behavior.
It should be intuitively obvious that a student who is faced daily with content material and assignments that are significantly above his/her current level of capability would find such conditions aversive. The implication is that the significant difficulty creates an antecedent aversive motivational condition for that student, which sets up the necessary condition for escape functions. The behavioral effect of the level of difficulty of instructional tasks was initially verified in
a classic study by Weeks and Gaylord-Ross (1981). Their study deployed a within-subject analysis with repeated reversals of the two different levels of instructional difficulty (easy versus hard). The results revealed significant reliable
changes in problem behavior as a function of the instructional condition presented.
In many teacher-referred cases involving behavioral issues, the difficulty level of the instruction or task creates an
aversive antecedent condition. For example, having any student in an educational program where the reading material
is at a fourth grade level (or above) and the target referred student reads at a first-grade level creates task difficulty. I
refer to this as an “instructional mismatch” (Cipani 2017). This aversive condition creates the antecedent event for escape (and avoidance) behaviors. Under such an aversive condition, day in and day out, a person would engage in behavior(s) that effectively terminates such a condition. What specific behavior(s) is successful is determined by the social (and sometimes physical) environment's response to the behavior. Below is a facsimile of a real life case to illustrate this phenomenon.

Case. Imagine walking into an elementary special education classroom from which screams are emanating. You immediately encounter a young girl thrashing about on the floor. An adult is standing about three feet away from her, holding a math worksheet over the student. Can this be the source of the conflict between the two individuals? Just prior to
your entrance with several administrative personnel, the principal indicated to you that this student engages in such
tantrum behavior around the same time each day. Even though a small entourage enters the classroom with you, such a
change has no effect on this student's tantrum. She continues her screaming and physical attack on nearby chairs and
people with her legs and arms while lying face-up. Such behavioral topographies are very conducive to discouraging
anyone from attempting to engage her at all, let alone present instruction.
(Continued on next page)
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This scenario presented itself to me on a trip to a school in Kentucky. I had just finished consulting with a part of the
school that is a joint project between the school district and the ABA program at a local university. This student was
not in that program, so I had not observed that classroom in the morning rounds. Once I viewed this disruption for several minutes, I asked the adult (instructional aide) a few questions.
1. Cipani: What is on the paper you are holding over her?
2. Aide: Her math seatwork. She is just being stubborn, as always.
3. Cipani: Can I look at it? (I look at the paper and it is a full page of two and three digit addition problems, with no
student answers on it). Okay. Are you saying she can do these problems?
4. Aide: Yes, she just wants to get her way. (So, the aide believes this to be a lack of motivation problem.) She can do
the problems if she chooses to.
Should the level of instructional difficulty be discounted as the cause of such behavior? The prevailing personnel in the
classroom seem to point to a lack of motivation to engage in the task as the reason for such disruptive outbursts. How
does one more objectively determine that the problem is not with the instructional difficulty of the assignment? Standardized achievement and subject content test scores can be used as an initial screen for an instructional mismatch.
However, I believe additional verification is needed. Current real-time data is the sine qua non for establishing the
function of behavior. Below are two general methods for gathering further evidence on whether (or not) instructional
difficulty is the culprit for problem behavior serving an escape function.
Method # 1: Maximize “Motivation”
One can be capable of performing at a designated level, yet fail to do so if motivation is lacking. For example, a particular individual swimming the 100-yard freestyle in 52 seconds during a series of trials during swim practice may not
occur. Perhaps the best time during practice this swimmer achieves is 54.8 seconds. Yet, 2 days later at a district swim
meet, the same person swims the 100-yard freestyle in 51.1 seconds and places first in the competition. Conversely,
one can be highly motivated to perform at a designated level, yet fail to do so because of the lack of current capability.
Let us say another person at the swim meet fails to swim the 100-yard freestyle in under 52 seconds (a time he has never attained). Instead, he finishes the race in 55.5 seconds, in spite of the incentives to swim that fast (with the accrued
social reinforcers for winning and earning $200 from his parents as a promised bonus).

Obtained student performance on instructional material at any particular point in time is a function of level of competence and motivation. Judging if some instructional content is difficult for a given student requires that poor (or lack
of) motivation be ruled out as a factor in the obtained performance. If motivation were maximized, then obtained performance, possibly over several test opportunities, would be indicative of the person's skill level (or skill deficit).
However, such a research methodology is probably not necessary to determine if a set of instructional tasks are difficult in applied work. The primary question is whether the person is capable of performing the task(s) at a designated
criterion (i.e., accuracy and fluency). Therefore, one only needs to present the task and provide sufficient motivation to
respond accurately and timely to the material. In application, this method would have resembled the following in the
case described above:
(Continued on next page)
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1. Cipani: Tell me what you like to do.
2. Student: I like to draw on a dry-erase board.
3. Cipani: To staff: Do we have pens and a dry erase board? (They respond in the affirmative.) Has she used these
before in class? Staff respond, No. I think: Great, a novel event that she desires should give me sufficient influence
here.
4. Cipani: Tell you what: If you work hard on the first row of these problems, I mean really hard, and finish them
with only one mistake, I will get the dry erase board and some felt pens and you can draw alongside me. How does
that sound?
5. Student: (beaming with joy) I am ready!
This sample of performance takes just a few minutes to obtain. One can quickly get an idea if the student is capable of
adding two- and three-digit problems accurately and fluently by direct measurement. If this student merely lacks motivation, raising the reinforcement ante on this one measure of performance would prove revealing. A similar sampling
approach with powerful contingencies can be used with other content areas.
Method #2: Contrast Easy Versus Difficult Material
Similar to the Weeks and Gaylord-Ross (1981) study, with teacher implementation, alternate days can be selected for
the provision of an assignment(s) with material that is at, or one grade level below, the student's current capability in a
specific content area (easy condition). This would be contrasted with alternate days where the assignment(s) in the
same content area is at the grade level that has been presented up to this point (difficult condition). I have termed this
contrast method the single EO function hypothesis test (Cipani, 2017, pp. 52–56). Quantitative data can be collected on
several behavioral measures, including on-task behavior, rate of target problem behavior, and assignment accuracy.
If the current difficulty of the instructional material is causing the problem behavior, the collected data would show
differentiation between these two conditions when plotted on a graph. The rate of problem behavior would be noticeably lower in the easy session(s), the rate of on-task behavior would be higher, and the rate of completion would be
quicker and more accurate. Figure 1 represents hypothetical data that depict a response differentiation between easy
and difficult conditions with respect to problem behaviors (in orange) and percentage of on-task behavior (in blue).
The accuracy and completion data would also show a difference between conditions.
If an experimental cause and effect demonstration of this function is not necessary, a quicker assessment, in one session, can be conducted. This technique is particularly suited for a consultant to conduct on the spot when severe problem behaviors are occurring during a scheduled observation session. To illustrate, let me return to the presented case.
I inquired of the principal if I could try a few things (i.e., intervene) because this class was not part of the prearranged
consultation. The teacher was apparently not there at the time, and the principal consented. Obviously, to begin working with this student, it was essential that I find a way to get her off the floor. Announcing to her, “Hey, let's get off the
floor so we can do some math” would probably result in a kick in my direction.
(Continued on next page)
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1. Fortunately, I am well versed in an effective compliance procedure termed behavioral momentum (Mace et al., 1988).
This antecedent procedure uses a number of requests that are likely to be followed (called high-p commands) in quick
fashion to build a momentum of compliance. Immediately following this momentum of compliance, the teacher/
therapist inserts the target request (called a low-p command). To visualize this, think of the Simple Simon game, where a
number of action commands are given with the required “Simon says, ___.” Once a momentum of imitation is established, the person then quickly deletes the critical part (Simon says), and just issues the action command (in hopes of
trying to catch you). The interaction below approximates the actual event:
Cipani: Hey, I'll bet you cannot do this (touching my nose with finger)!
2. Student: Looking puzzled, slowly moves her finger and touches her nose.
3. Cipani: Wow (very emphatic)! That is great! I'll bet you cannot do this (touching my head with my hand)!
4. Student: More quickly imitates modeled behavior.
5. Cipani: (after a few more simple imitation requests, including verbal imitation with effusive praise, it is time to get her
off the floor). Hey, can you grab my hand?
6. Student: Grabs my hand and gets in a sitting position to do so.
7. Cipani: Okay, let's stand up (as she grabs my hand, I help her to a stand position from the sitting position). She readily
complies and I get her to the very seat she fell out of before I entered the room.
The actual brief assessment can now proceed, because I have developed a momentum of compliance to my instructional requests. I check for prerequisite skills at a beginning level. I have used this on-the-spot brief assessment with young students
and persons with intellectual disabilities (it would probably need alteration with older students who may not want to respond
to such an interaction in front of their peers).
Cipani: (holding up two fingers) How many fingers am I holding up?
1. Student: Two.
2. Cipani: Wow, that is great. (It turns out that social approval, along with pretty easy items for her to achieve, went a long
way with this student to maximize motivation). Here is another one. How many now?
3. Student: Four.
4. Cipani: You are great! That is right! Here is a tough one (drawing the number 6 on an index card). What number is this?
5. Student: Six.
6. Cipani: Oh boy, can I shake your hand? This is wonderful. What is 2 + 3?
7. Student: Five.
8. Cipani: Great: What is 8 +6?
9. Student: (Hesitates answering, while she tries counting six and then seven items in her head) Umm 12? (I continued with
a just a few more items before ending the test session, and thanked her profusely for her great effort).
(Continued on Next Page)
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These results indicated this student's current capability (with respect to accuracy and fluency) is to addition sums
of six. Any single-digit addition problem beyond that requires some manipulative to solve. Now you know why this
task is aversive to her! A page featuring two and three digit addition problems (with carry) will require a lot of effort for someone who can only add to a sum of six effortlessly.
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